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Figure 1. The Relationships Between and Among Nurses, Humanoid

Figure 2. Positional relation among Pepper - CPGE, older adults and

Nursing Robots, and Patients (Partially modified) (10)

healthcare providers

Study design and procedure of data collection
In this research, participatory action research method was used
(11), and researchers continuously discussed and analyzed the
recoded data. The transactions were focused/analyzed as to how
Pepper-CPGE led the exercises, and how care workers intervened
during physical exercise of the older adults.
Analyzed scenes were physical exercises with Pepper-CPGE.
Recorded videos were analyzed only during (1) upper limb motor
functions exercise, and (2) exercises using Radio Gymnastics the
First (Rajio Taiso Dai-ichi), a program that is well-known and wellpracticed by most Japanese citizens. Pepper-CPGE instructs the
older adults to perform gymnastics activities while viewing the
video monitor.

Figure 3 is a scene where Pepper-CPGE conducted a range of
motion (ROM) exercise for older adults by demonstrating upper
limb lifting while explaining the method of gymnastics exercise. In
this activity Pepper-CPGE can lead the older adults to do active
ROM exercises.

Data collection period
Data collection period was from May 8 to August 1st, 2018.

Ethical considerations
The data collection procedure was approved by the Ethics
Committee of the Tokushima University Hospital (Number 3046)
and was also approved by Mifune Hospital Clinical Research Ethics
Review Committee (Number 201180502).

RESULTS
The results revealed three important themes namely : Positional
relation among Pepper-CPGE, older adults and healthcare providers (Figure 2) ; Pepper-CPGE encourages older adults to maintain
their physical functions (Figure 3) ; and the increased motivation
of older adults to do gymnastics as evoked by Pepper-CPGE
(Figure 4). During the exercising activity with Pepper-CPGE,
healthcare providers supported and cared for the older adults.
Healthcare providers such as nurses, care workers, occupational
therapists, and physical therapists need to support the older adults
while Pepper-CPGE provided the recreation and/or physical exercise.
Figure 2 shows the positional relation among Pepper-CPGE, the
older adults, and the healthcare providers. When doing gymnastics
using Pepper-CPGE, it was necessary that healthcare providers
guide older adults at the initial part of the introduction, like so :
“Let’s do gymnastics with. Pepper-kun (Mr. Pepper), please”. After
the initial introduction, older adults accepted the Pepper-CPGE,
and mutual relationships were gradually established. However,
there was often some silence in the conversations between PepperCPGE and the older adults which were observed to be that they
were uncomfortable.

Figure 3. Pepper - CPGE that encourages older adults to maintain their
physical functions

Figure 4 shows the increased motivation of the older adults for
gymnastics evoked by Pepper-CPGE. In this case, the older adults
who is using the wheelchair for usual transfer, standing up with
Pepper-CPGE’s leads and performs gymnastics.

Figure 4. Increased motivation of the older adults for gymnastics
evoked by Pepper - CPGE
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DISCUSSION
The transactive relationships were discussed like below as to
how Pepper-CPGE led the exercises, how the care workers intervened during the physical exercises of the older adults.

Positional relation among Pepper-CPGE, older adults and healthcare providers
There was silence in the conversation between Pepper-CPGE
and older adults. It was considered that the older adults looked
uncomfortable. From this situation, it is important that intermediaries motivate so that older adults can feel comfortable to participate
recreational and physical activity. For that, it is important to
understand and motivate the following communication.
Silence is classified as pause, gap, lapse, or significant/attributable silence (12). Interactional events, established by the nature
and significance of the occasion is determined by its place in the
ongoing conversation. Different types of silence-pauses, gaps, and
lapses (13) were identified. Pause, being outside language is
differentiated from (eloquent) silence, a means chosen by the
speaker for significant verbal communication alongside speech ;
it is not the listener’s silence nor the silencing of the speaker.
Linguistic and non-linguistic contributions to the study of eloquent
silence are important functions as means of maintaining contact
and alliance in the phatic function (14). It is the means by which
two or more speakers reassure themselves that not only are they
being listened to, but they are also being understood.
Pepper-CPGE’s gymnastics and recreational programs are not
designed on the premise of transaction/interaction with a large
number of patients at the present time. Therefore, it was considered important that healthcare providers’ roles as intermediaries
be in order to smoothly carry out conversations with Pepper-CPGE
(15).

Pepper-CPGE that encourages older adults to maintain their
physical functions
Pepper-CPGE leads older adults to perform active ROM exercises. ROM exercises can increase flexibility in the major joints of
healthy older adults (16). For example, a simple nurse-led ROM
exercise program can generate positive effects in enhancing
physical and psychological functions of bedridden older people
with stroke (17). Passive and active motion exercises were found to
be similarly effective for improving the functional fitness of older
adult nursing home residents (18). In a study evaluating activation
of the cerebral cortex using functional MRI (19), active training led
to more prominent increases in fMRI activation of the contralateral
primary motor cortex than passive training. Therefore, it was considered that such voluntarily motor training is more effective than
passive motor training.

Increased motivation of the older adults for gymnastics evoked by
Pepper-CPGE
Pepper-CPGE provided increased motivation for the older adults
to perform activities following the Radio Gymnastics First.
The role of Pepper-CPGE is providing instructions for the older
adults performing gymnastics. During the exercise activity, care
workers were present to prevent falls and physical harm to the
older adults, and to operate and observe the video program while
supporting and caring for the participants.
Healthcare providers like nurses, care workers, and occupational and physical therapists require leadership skills to moderate
physical activities necessary to provide the recreation and/or
physical exercise of the older adults (20). They can practice this
role to provide motivation for exercising, preventing falls, and
supporting joint ROM training for older adults.
Depending on the cognitive function and degree of physical

function of the older adults, support by medical staff as intermediaries to prevent fall and provide supplementary explanation for gymnastics by Pepper-CPGE instruction were necessary.
Radio Gymnastics First demonstrated by Pepper-CPGE is familiar to older adults, and to most Japanese citizens who have
experience of exercising. Its advantage is also because of ease to
implement.
This exercise can also contribute to the prevention of waste
syndrome (or locomotive syndrome), and enhances maintenance
of physical functions (21). However, if the older adults only sees
Pepper-CPGE’s instructions, there is a possibility that Pepper’s
upper limb movements cannot be carried out sufficiently by them,
unlike the original Radio Gymnastics First exercise routine. Depending on the cognitive function level of the older adults, there
are some patients who cannot exercise with the instructions by
Pepper-CPGE. From these observations, healthcare providers need
to support patients according to their degree of cognitive functioning, especially the older adults. In addition, healthcare providers
should supplement any information given by Pepper and do further
explanations which are difficult to reproduce with the PepperCPGE’s movement functions of upper limbs and lower limb.

CONCLUSION
During the exercise activity with Pepper- CPGE, care workers
were present whose roles included preventing falls among the
older adults, and to operate and observe, support and care for the
participants. Healthcare providers, such as nurses, care workers,
and occupational or physical therapists require leadership skills to
moderate activities necessary to provide the recreation and/or
physical exercise of the older adults. They can practice this role to
provide motivation for exercise, prevention of falls, support joint
motion and range training for the older adults. In using PepperCPGE, it was possible to change the roles of the healthcare providers, which was thought to contribute to increasing the quality of
care of older adults and their rehabilitation. The role of PepperCPGE using the video was as the instructor for the older adults in
performing gymnastics.
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